Woodland Friends – Pocket Mini Album

Designed by ~ Maria Cole

Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 ea Woodland Friends 12” x 12” Collection Pack (4502135)
1 pk Woodland Friends Chipboard Tags (4502137)
1 pk Woodland Friends Ephemera Cards (4502139)
1 pk G45 Staples Square Tags—Ivory (4501282)
1 pk G45 Staples Artist Trading Tags—Ivory (4500846)
1 pk Chipboard Shapes—Fir Trees Assortment (ADPSHAPE.321)

Other Supplies: (not included)
1 ea 12” x 12” Sheet Cardstock – Kraft
18” Ribbon—Ivory
72” Seam Binding—Ivory: Cut into six 12” long pieces

Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
Paper trimmer, scissors, ruler, scoring tool, bone folder, pencil, corner rounder, glue, double-sided tape, foam adhesive, coordinating ink for distressing (optional)

Notes:
• All measurements are width x height, unless specified.
• Distress the paper edges with ink, which is optional.
• When cutting papers, be mindful of the pattern direction.

Directions:
1. Take Woodland Friends, b-side, and cut three 8½” x 4” pieces. Cut each piece into two 4¼” x 4” so you have six total pieces. Use a corner rounder to round the edges.

2. Find Be Happy, b-side, cut four 4¼” squares.

3. Take Be Clever, b-side, and cut two 4¼” squares.
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4. Locate Be Carefree. Trim off the “Simply enjoy it all” border and cut in half. Cut out blue “Everyone needs a friend” border and trim to 6” long. Cut pink bunny border into two 4½” long pieces.

5. Cut off the “Be free” and fox border as one piece. Then trim off the blue floral border. Set both pieces aside for the bookmark project.

6. With leftover paper, cut a 3” x 6” piece, b-side and score at 1” and 2” vertically.

7. Take kraft cardstock and cut two 4½” x 9” pieces. Score in half horizontally at 4½”.

8. Take Be Beautiful, b-side up, and score at 6” horizontally and vertically. Fold paper in half along the horizontal score line. The left side of the score line will be page 1, the right will be page 2.

9. Fold paper in half along the vertical line. Adhere the bottom sides of the paper together so that when your paper is unfolded, you have two pockets. Repeat this for your second sheet of Be Beautiful, which will be pages 9 and 10.

10. Find Be Curious, b-side up, repeat steps 8 and 9. This will be pages 5 and 6.

11. Find Be Wild. Score paper in half vertically and horizontally at 6”. Fold up the lower left and right corners so that they meet the score lines.

12. Fold the lower half of the paper up. Place a small amount of adhesive under the top of the triangle fold to secure it to the paper. The left side will be page 3; the right will be page 4.

13. Fold along the vertical score line.
14. Locate Be Kind and repeat steps 11 through 13. This will be pages 7 and 8.

15. Take both pieces of kraft cardstock. Center and adhere a 4¼” Be Clever piece above the score line and a 4¼” Be Happy b-side below the score line.

16. Fold kraft cardstock pieces in half to create flaps. Adhere remaining Be Happy b-side 4¼” squares. Then adhere small and tall chipboard trees.

17. Locate six square tags. Adhere Woodland Friends b-side 4¼” x 4” pieces. Then tie a bow through each tag using 12” seam binding.

18. Locate the ephemera in the photo. Adhere chipboard pieces.

19. Find ephemera in the photo. Attach stickers to the front, then attach similar-shaped stickers to the back. Fold bunny sticker in half to create a tab.

20. Pg 1: Adhere the top, left, and bottom sides of large ephemera to the left side. Insert one tag and one small ephemera. Pg 2: Center and adhere pink bunny border ⅛” from the bottom. Adhere just the top and bottom sides of one kraft flap.

21. Pg 3: Attach large circle sticker and adhere heart chipboard. Insert a tag and a small ephemera. Pg 4: Attach “Be wild” sticker and adhere fox chipboard. Insert a tag and ephemera.

22. Pg 5 & 6: Adhere the left, bottom, and right sides to the bottom of the page. Insert ephemera.

23. Pg 7 & 8: Repeat step 21.
24. Pg 9 & 10: Repeat step 20, but reverse the left and right sides.

25. Find two ATC tags. Score 2¼” horizontally from the bottom. Fold along the score lines.

26. The back of page 1 is your front cover. Take an ATC tag and place adhesive to the front of the tag, under the score line only. Center and adhere the tag inside the pocket under the front cover.

27. The back of page 10 is your back cover. Repeat step 26.

28. Place adhesive behind page 3, from the far left side all the way to ¼”-1” from the spine area. Then attach to the back of page 2.

29. The back of pg 5 adheres to the back of pg 4; then pg 7 to pg 6, and pg 9 to pg 8.

30. Find Be Carefree b-side 3” x 6” piece. Place adhesive on the left and right 1” sections only. Adhere the right section to the front cover, then adhere the left section to the back cover, covering the spine.

31. Front: Adhere ephemera 1” from the right of the page. Then adhere blue border, chipboard trees and tags, using foam adhesive where necessary. Attach pink border and “The world is yours to explore” stickers.

32. Insert leftover large ephemera into the six pockets in between the pages.

33. Take ivory ribbon and string through ATC tags, then tie a bow to close your album.
Woodland Friends – Curious Critters Bookmark Set

Designed by ~ Maria Cole

Graphic 45® Supplies:

1 ea Woodland Friends 12”x 12” Collection Pack (4502135)
• 1 sheet Be Wild (4502127)
• 1 sheet Be Carefree (4502129)
• 1 pk Woodland Friends Stickers (4502138)
1 pk Woodland Friends Ephemera Cards (4502139)
1 pk G45 Staples Artist Trading Tags—Ivory (4500846)

Other Supplies: (not included)
21” Ribbon—Ivory: Cut into three 7” long pieces

Tools, Adhesives & Ink:

Paper trimmer, scissors, ruler, scoring tools, bone folder, double-sided tape, glue, black ink and blending tool

Notes:
• All measurements are width x height, unless specified.
• Distress the paper and sticker edges with ink, before adhering.
• When cutting papers, be mindful of the pattern direction.

Directions:

1. Find Be Wild paper and cut six 2½” x 5” pieces. Use a corner round to round the bottom edges only. Pick your favorite three designs, then flip the remaining pieces over to the b-side.

2. Locate Be Carefree blue floral and green “Be free” and fox borders. Trim blue border into three 2½” long pieces. Trim the other border into three 2½” pieces, being careful to cut a variety of sentiments.

3. Choose three small ephemera and trim ¼” around all four edges so they each measure 2¼” x 3½”.

4. Take three ATC tags and tie ivory ribbon through the grommets.

5. Adhere Be Wild b-side papers ⅛” below the top of the tags. Then adhere ephemera and blue borders. Select stickers and adhere.

6. Flip bookmarks over. Adhere Be Wild papers and green fox borders.